ID PHOTO SPECIFICATIONS

To clearly identify the authorized user of the card, photos must conform to the following specifications:

- Taken in front of a plain background, preferably white or off white
- Photo must be a headshot starting at the upper shoulders
- Face must directly face the camera and both eyes must be visible
- Face must be centered and take up more than 50% of the image
- No hats or head coverings that are not worn for religious purposes
- Photo must be in color, with no other people in the picture
- No dark spots or shadows
- No full body shots
- Photo resolution must be 72 DPI or better

---

Body shot
Not looking at camera
Too pixelated

Black and white
Other people in shot
Blurry
Dimensions too small

Wearing a hat
Black and white
Not looking at camera
Can’t see eyes
Photo too dark

Dimensions too small
Photo too dark
Head cut off

Head and shoulders shot
Looking at camera
Full eyes and face visible
Plain background
Clear, bright photo
Identifiable face